
Bulletin No.: PIP5150A

Date: Nov-2013

Subject: Rattle From Engine Area At Start Up

Models: 2012 - 2014 Chevrolet Cruze

Equipped with 1.8L and manual transmission

This PI was superseded to include admin details. Please discard PIP5150.

The following diagnosis might be helpful if the vehicle exhibits the symptom(s) described in this PI.

Condition/Concern

Some customers may comment of a rattle or knock noise from the engine/transmission area when starting the vehicle. During engine start (between “key-on” 

and the engine reaching idle RPM) the customer observes a rattle noise originating from the engine compartment.

The customer may also describe the noise as two - five individual knocking, metallic impact or banging noises. This noise does not occur once the engine has 

reached idle speed or during any other driving conditions and is more likely to be observed under hot engine/transmission conditions.

Recommendation/Instructions

Verify that noise is not engine related by following "Engine Noise on Start-up, but only lasting a few seconds" diagnostic in SI. This noise may be caused by the 

dual mass flywheel (DMF). During start up the engine starter speed allows the DMF to achieve high torsional displacements while passing through its 

resonance range. The
 

(DMF) damper springs have reached the end of the available travel and come in contact with the damper spring end stops. The Clutch, 

DMF and Transmission are functioning normally and this is not a DMF durability concern. Engineering has identified that the starter motor is rotating the 

crankshaft at a speed that excites the DMF springs and is the root cause of the noise. Long term repair will be a new updated starter motor and fuse block 

currently going through CC&A parts supply chain process. In the meantime replacement of dual mass flywheels or starters is not recommended as it will not be 

a long term repair.

This PI will be updated when a repair has been validated. Please feel free to share this information with customers as needed.

Please follow this diagnostic or repair process thoroughly and complete each step.  If the condition exhibited is resolved without completing every step, the 

remaining steps do not need to be performed.

GM bulletins are intended for use by professional technicians, NOT a "do-it-yourselfer".  They are written to inform these technicians of conditions that may 

occur on some vehicles, or to provide information that could assist in the proper service of a vehicle.  Properly trained technicians have the equipment, tools, 

safety instructions, and know-how to do a job properly and safely.  If a condition is described, DO NOT assume that the bulletin applies to your vehicle, or that 

your vehicle will have that condition.  See your GM dealer for information on whether your vehicle may benefit from the information.

WE SUPPORT VOLUNTARY TECHNICIAN CERTIFICATION
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